Nouns formation

Verb
admire
begin
compose
depart
describe
divide
divide
exist
inform
intend
invent
invite
laugh
lose
move
perform
permit
persuade
please
rebel
serve
suggest
treat

Noun
admiration
beginning
composition
departure
description
division
existence
information
intention
invention
invitation
laughter
loss
movement
performance
permission
persuasion
pleasure
rebellion
rebellion
service
suggestion
treatment

A Write the missing nouns which are formed from the verbs in bold type.

1 a clever ___ invent
2 helpful ___ inform
3 hearty ___ laugh
4 a brilliant ___ perform
5 a serious ___ lose
6 faithful ___ serve
7 simple ___ divide
8 a good ___ begin
9 a life of ___ please
10 an interesting ___ suggest

B Give the noun formed from the verb in bold type, which will complete each sentence.

1 The injured man found the least ___ very painful. ___ move
2 It is our ___ to visit Greece next year. ___ intend
3 Bad weather delayed the ___ of the plane. ___ depart
4 Alan received ___ to leave school early. ___ permit
5 The boy wrote an excellent ___ about dogs. ___ compose
6 I have a deep ___ for the artist's work. ___ admire
7 A hermit leads a very lonely ___ exist
8 Many were killed in the ___ against the government. ___ rebel
9 Treasure Island contains a splendid ___ of Long John Silver. ___ describe
10 After a little ___ Simon agreed to lend the boys his new football. ___ persuade
11 The accident victim needed expert medical ___ treat
12 The ___ arrived in this morning's post. ___ invite

Today's Weather

Cloudy with sunny intervals
Temperature 21°C.